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Abstract

General-purpose search engines such as AltaVista and Lycos are notorious for returning irrelevant
results in response to user queries.  Consequently, thousands of specialized, topic-specific search engines
(from VacationSpot.com to KidsHealth.org) have proliferated on the Web. Typically, topic-specific
engines return far better results for “on topic” queries as compared with standard Web search engines.
However, it is difficult for the casual user to identify the appropriate specialized engine for any given
search. It is more natural for a user to issue queries at a particular Web site, and have these queries
automatically routed to the appropriate search engine(s).

This paper describes an automatic query routing system called Q-Pilot. Q-Pilot has an off-line
component that creates an approximate model of each specialized search engine’s topic. On line, Q-Pilot
attempts to dynamically route each user query to the appropriate specialized search engines. In our
experiments, Q-Pilot was able to identify the appropriate query category 70% of the time.  In addition, Q-
pilot picked the best search engine for the query, as one of the top three picks out of its repository of 144
engines, about 40% of the time.  This paper reports on Q-pilot’s architecture, the query expansion and
clustering algorithms it relies on, and the results of our preliminary experiments.
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1 Introduction
Search engines, such as Yahoo! [21] and AltaVista [14], are useful for finding information on the

World Wide Web. However, these general-purpose search engines are subject to low precision and/or
low coverage. Manually-generated directories such as Yahoo! provide high-quality references, but cannot
keep up with the Web’s explosive growth. Although crawler-based search engines, like AltaVista, cover a
larger fraction of the Web, their automatic indexing mechanisms often cause search results to be
imprecise. It is thus difficult for a single search engine to offer both high coverage and high precision.
This problem is exacerbated by the growth in Web size and by the increasing number of naive users of the
Web who typically issues short (often, single word) queries to search engines.

The recent growth in both the number and variety of specialized topic-specific search engines, from
VacationSpot.com [20] to KidsHealth.org [18] or epicurious.com [16], suggests a possible approach to
this problem: search topic-specific engines.  Topic-specific search engines often return higher-quality
references than broad, general-purpose search engines for several reasons. First, specialized engines are
often a front-end to a database of authoritative information that search engine spiders, which index the
Web’s HTML pages, cannot access. Second, specialized search engines often reflect the efforts of
organizations, communities, or individual fanatics that are committed to providing and updating high-
quality information.  Third, because of their narrow focus and smaller size, word-sense ambiguities and
other linguistic obstacles to high-precision search are ameliorated.

The main stumbling block for a user who wants to utilize topic-specific search engines is: how do I
find the appropriate specialized engine for any given query?  Search.com offers a directory of specialized
search engines, but it is up to the user to navigate the directory and choose the appropriate engine. A
search engine of search engines is required. To build such an engine two questions have to be addressed:
How can we build an index of high-quality, specialized search engines? And, given a query and a set of
engines, how do we find the best engine for that query? In this paper, we focus on the latter problem,
which is often referred to as the query routing problem.
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Although many query routing systems [1][3][6] have been developed, few of them are aimed at the
topic-specific search engines provided on the Web. To automate the query routing process, conventional
query-routing systems need to access the complete internal database associated with each engine. Yet
most of the specialized search engines on the Web, do not permit such access to their internal databases.

This paper presents a novel query routing method, called topic-centric query routing, which
compensates for lack of unfettered access to search engine databases by using two key techniques:

� Neighborhood-based topic identification: a technique for collecting the abstract topic
terms relevant to a search engine from existing Web documents.

� Query expansion: a technique for obtaining the terms relevant to a query. For the purpose of
topic-centric query routing, it is used mainly for evaluating the relevance of a query to the
identified topic terms of search engines.

While conventional query routing techniques compare a user query with all the documents or terms
contained in search engines’ databases, our method compares a query with a relatively small number of
abstract topic terms. In this sense, we call the proposed method topic-centric query routing. It is
implemented in a query routing system called Q-Pilot.

The rest of this paper first describes related work to clarify the position of our research and then
describe the topic-centric query routing method and Q-Pilot in detail. It also presents the results of
experiments using Q-Pilot.

2 Related Work
Conventional query routing systems and services (some of them are currently available on the Web)

can be classified into three groups.

Manual query routing services. Some query routing services has recently become available on
the Web. However, each has some aspect of query routing performed manually by the user.
AllSearchEngines.com [13], SEARCH.COM [19], InvisibleWeb.com [17] and The Search Broker [7]
provide a categorized list of specialized search engines, but these services basically require the users
themselves to choose engines from the list. Although they provide keyword search interfaces to find
desired search engines, the terms that can be accepted as the keywords are limited to the abstract category
names (such as “sports”). The users are required to map from their specific queries (such as “Michael
Jordan”) to the related categories in their mind.

Automated query routing systems based on centroids. Some systems perform automated
query routing. A centroid-based technique is widely used by these kinds of systems. Namely, it generates
“centroids” (summaries) of databases, each of which typically consists of a complete list of terms in that
database and their frequencies, and decides which databases are relevant to a user query by comparing the
query with each centroid. CORI [1] is a centroid-based system. GlOSS [3] is also based on the same kind
of the idea, although it does not explicitly generate the centroid. STARTS [2] and WHOIS++ [10]
propose standard architectures and protocols for the distributed information retrieval using centroids
provided by information sources.

An advantage of the centroid-based technique is to be able to handle a wide variety of search
keywords by using the large number of the terms obtained from databases. However, this technique cannot
be applied to most of the topic-specific search engines provided on the Web because of the restricted
access to their internal databases, as we mentioned in the Introduction section.

Automated query routing systems without centroids. There are some automated query
routing systems that do not generate centroids. However, these systems have strict limitations on
acceptable search keywords. Query routing in Discorver [8] relies on short texts, associated with WAIS
databases, to explain the contents of databases given by service providers. Discover can operate only
when some of the search keywords are contained in the short texts. Although Discover helps users refine
their queries so that it can select topic-specific search engines, this effort is insufficient for handling a
wide variety of search keywords. Profusion [4] routes queries in thirteen predefined categories to six
search engines. It posts sample queries from each category to the search engines and examines which
engine is good for that category by checking relevance of the returned documents. Profusion has a
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dictionary to determine which categories the given user queries are relevant to. Since, however, this
dictionary is created by looking at newsgroups’ names (a term “movie” can be categorized into a
recreation category from “rec.movie.reviews”), as a result Profusion can accept only limited types of
queries.

One exceptional system that cannot be classified into any of these three groups is Ask Jeeves [15],
which performs automated routing of queries to a limited set of Web sites that contain “answers” to user
“questions.” Since Ask Jeeves is a proprietary commercial system, little is known about its internal routing
algorithm, its degree of automation, or its ability to scale.

3 Q-Pilot: A Topic-centric Query Routing System
3.1 Overview

Q-Pilot is an automated query routing system, which does not generate centroids, composed of an off-
line pre-processing component and an on-line interface (Figure 1).  Off-line, Q-Pilot takes as input a set of
search engines’ URLs and creates, for each engine, an approximate textual model of that engine’s content
or scope. We experimented with several methods for approximating an engine’s scope and found that the
Neighborhood-based topic identification technique, which collects terms representing the scope from
Web pages in the “neighborhood” of the search engine’s home page, is surprisingly effective. Q-Pilot
stores the collected terms and their frequency into the search engine selection index.

On-line, Q-Pilot takes a user query as input, applies a novel query expansion technique to the query
and then clusters the output of query expansion to suggest multiple topics that the user may be interested
in investigating. Each topic is associated with a set of search engines, for the query to be routed to, and a
phrase that characterizes the topic (Figure 2b). For example, for the query “Python” Q-Pilot enables the
user to choose between movie-related search engines under the heading “movie - monty python” and
software-oriented resources under the headings “objected-oriented programming in python” and “jpython
- python in Java”.

An important key point in the Q-Pilot design is to use the Neighborhood-based identification of
search engines’ topics in combination with query expansion. The Neighborhood-based method does not
collect terms relevant to search engine’s topics from search engine’s internal databases, but collects them
from the limited “neighborhood” Web pages. Therefore, only a small number of abstract terms (some of
them representing the topics of a search engine) can be obtained. On the other hand, user queries are likely
to be short (only two or three search keywords, usually), and no topic term is specified in many cases.
Query expansion bridges a gap between the short query and the small number of terms about search
engines’ topics. The query expansion technique used in Q-Pilot is specially tailored for the query-routing
purpose to identify the topics implicit in the query. Thereby Q-Pilot can make the topic-level mapping
from queries to search engines.

Another important benefit of the query expansion process is the ability to automatically obtain terms
relevant to a query from the Web, which is an immense corpus. This allows Q-Pilot to identify topics of
any kinds of queries without having to maintain a massive dictionary or database of terms in a wide range
of fields.

Note that Q-Pilot obtains all the information necessary in query routing from the Web. That is, the
topics of search engines are identified using the existing neighborhood Web documents, and the terms
relevant to the query are also obtained from Web documents. In a sense, Q-Pilot is an intelligent agent that
uses the Web as its knowledge base and autonomously learns what it does not know.
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Figure 1: System architecture of Q-Pilot.

3.2 User Interface
Q-Pilot provides a simple keyword search interface (Figure 2a) and outputs the query routing result

for the given query (Figure 2b). As shown in Figure 2b, when the query is related to multiple topics, Q-
Pilot selects search engines for each different topic and gives phrases explaining the topics. The user can
choose the search engine to be queried by clicking a “Search” link or a “Go to” link. With the “Search”
link, the user's original query is forwarded to the corresponding topic-specific search engine and the
search results from that engine are displayed. The “Go to” link leads the user to a search form page of the
topic-specific search engine, where the user has to submit the query again.

Some query routing systems forward the query directly to the selected search engines, skipping the
intermediate step shown in Figure 2b, and subsequently merge the search results into a unified format. The
current version of Q-Pilot, however, does not perform such merging.

     

Phrase to explain topic

User Query

Recommended Topic
Search Engines

Other Topics

 (a) A query form.                      (b) An example of query routing results.
Figure 2b: Screen snapshots of Q-Pilot.

3.3 Neighborhood-based identification of Search Engine’s Topics
We propose two methods for Neighborhood-based topic identification, which collect terms relevant to
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a search engine from existing, static Web documents:

� The front-page method: Every search engine has a page providing a query interface (we
call this page a front page), and the front page usually contains terms explaining a topic of that
search engine. In the front-page method, all terms in the front page1 and their frequencies are
registered to a search engine selection index.

� The back-link method: Web pages that have links pointing to a search engine’s front page
(we call these pages back-link pages) often contain good explanations of that search engine.
The back-link method first finds multiple back-link pages for a target search engine ei,2 next
extracts from all the back-link pages only the terms that are in the lines of the links to ei, and
stores into the search engine selection index all the extracted terms and their document
frequencies.

We call high-frequency terms, which appear in the search engine selection index, topic terms.
Specifically, a set of topic terms TOPICi for the search engine ei is defined as follows:

}8.0*|{ maxijiji ffwTOPIC >=
where wij (1<=j<=m) is a term in the index for ei, fij is its frequency, and fmax is the highest frequency
observed in the index. Figure 3 shows examples of terms obtained by the back-link method. The abstract
general terms would usually be topic terms.

Computer security
search engine

(www.securityfocus.com)

Hotel search engine
(hotel search under

www.travelweb.com)

security
bug
bugtraq
unix
exploit
attack
password
mail
holes
nt

1.00
0.89
0.44
0.39
0.28
0.28
0.22
0.17
0.17
0.17

hotel
travel
airline
reservation
restaurants
map
book
flights
availability
points

1.00
0.57
0.57
0.43
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29

Figure 3: Terms collected by the back-link method.
(Italic fonts designate topic terms and frequencies are normalized)

For comparison in the experiments described later, we also implemented a method that collects terms
from the search engine’s database

� The database sampling method: A database sampling method obtains a part of a
database and generates a kind of an incomplete centroid. That is, it submits training queries to
the search engine and stores in the search engine selection index all the terms in the returned
documents and frequencies of those terms. A similar method has been proposed by Xu [11].

Due to the nature of the sources used for the term collection, most of the terms collected by the front-
page and back-link methods are abstract general terms like “hotel” and “travel.” Relatively few specific
terms, such as the proper noun “Hilton,” are obtained.  In contract, the database sampling method is quite
successful at collecting specific terms.

                                                          
1 Stop words are excluded.
2 Q-Pilot finds back-link pages by using the link search function of AltaVista, querying “link:URL_of_engine”.
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3.4 Query Expansion
Query expansion is a technique, widely used in information retrieval, for obtaining additional terms

relevant to a given query (search keywords). It is usually used to help information searchers express their
intentions more accurately and increase the precision of search results. In Q-Pilot, however, its main
purpose is to evaluate the relevance of search keywords to the topic terms stored in the search engine
selection index. Figure 4 shows a query expansion algorithm in Q-Pilot. Its general framework is as
follows:

� Getting relevant terms from the Web
dynamically......................................................
Q-Pilot does not use any special dictionaries for query expansion, but it uses the Web (the
existing Web documents) as the source of relevant terms. As shown in step 1 of Figure 4, it
finds the Web documents relevant to the user query dynamically by submitting that query to a
general Web search engine3. The relevant terms are extracted from those documents. Since
there is an immense corpus on the Web, terms relevant to any kind of search keywords can be
obtained, even peculiar proper nouns, technical terms, etc. In thesaurus-based query expansion
[9], covering any terms of any fields is difficult.

� Co-occurrence-based evaluation of term
relevance...................................................
 The mutual relevance of terms is evaluated on the basis of their co-occurrence in the
documents. In steps 2 and 3, the co-occurrences of the search keywords and other terms are
counted in 30 documents retrieved by the general search engine in step 1. That is, the system
lists all distinct terms contained in 30 documents, and counts for each term the number of
documents that contain both the search keyword and that term. To reduce the computational
time, Q-Pilot handles a pair of a page title and a snippet in the search result as a single
document and does not download the actual documents.

� Using a pseudo-feedback technique....................... .............. ..............
.................
It is difficult to determine the term relevance from only the results of a single document search
on the general search engine. Even closely relevant terms often have few co-occurrences in the
30 documents of the first search. Q-Pilot, therefore, re-evaluates such low co-occurrence terms:
selecting terms to be re-evaluated from the first search results (steps 4 and 6), formulating new
queries by adding the selected terms to the original query (steps 5 and 7), and performing the
co-occurrence-based evaluation again for each formulated query (steps 8 and 9). Such
automatic query refinement is called pseudo-feedback [5].

The pseudo-feedback process treats topic terms as follows. First, as shown in step 4, low co-
occurrence topic terms in the first search results are selected for re-evaluation prior to other non-topic
terms.

Steps 6 and 7 are also important for topic terms. In these steps, non-topic terms are added to the
original user query for the pseudo-feedback. However, the main purpose of this is to get new topic terms
that were not obtained through the first search rather than to re-evaluate the added non-topic terms. As
found in earlier query expansion experiments, search results can be improved in many cases by using
additional terms. The improved search results are more likely to contain good terms like topic terms.

The clustering in step 6 (explained in the next subsection) is expected to contribute effectively to
finding new topic terms. Suppose, for example, that the non-topic terms “Monty,” “scripting,” and
“language” are obtained by the first search when the user query is “Python.” The topic terms like
“comedy” and ”programming” are more likely to be obtained in the pseudo-feedback process by
clustering non-topic terms and querying “Python Monty” and “Python language scripting” independently
rather than by querying “Python Monty language scripting” without clustering.

Both the topic terms and the non-topic terms obtained through query expansion are used in the
ranking of topic-specific search engines and the extraction of phrases to explain topics of the selected

                                                          
3 Q-Pilot currently uses MetaCrawler, a meta-search engine, in Step 1 so that it can collect a variety of terms from many
information sources. Step 8 uses AltaVista because of its short response time.
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search engines.

In the pseudo-feedback process, seven queries are posted to the general search engine in parallel and
the total processing time for query expansion is about four seconds currently.

1. Get a document set D0 relevant to a user query Q0, where search keywords are w01, ... ,
w0n, by sending Q0 to a general search engine.

2. Count co-occurrences of search keywords and other terms in the document set D0.
3. Let WH0 and WL0 be a set of terms whose co-occurrences exceed a certain threshold

and a set of the other terms, respectively. WH0 is considered relevant to the query Q0
and will be a part of the query expansion result.

4. Pick up at most four topic terms wt1-wt4 from WL0.
5. Formulate four queries QT1-QT4 by combining wt1-wt4 with Q0 (for example,

QT1=“w01 ... w0n wt1”).
6. Clustering all terms in D0 to at most three clusters: W1={w11, …, w1m}, W2={w21, …,

w2k} and W3={w31, …, w3j}.
7. Formulate three queries Q1-Q3 by combining W1-W3 with Q0 (for example, Q1=“w01 ...

w0n w11 … w1m”).
8. Get document sets DT1-DT4 and D1-D3 by sending QT1-QT4 and Q1-Q3 independently

to a general search engine.
9. Count co-occurrences in DT1-DT4 and D1-D3. Sets of high co-occurrence terms WTH1-

WTH4 and WH1-WH3, as well as WH0 in step 3, are query expansion results.
Figure 4: Query expansion procedure.

3.5 Clustering
As shown in Figure 4, the terms in the document set D0 retrieved in response to the original user

query Q0 are clustered for the preparation of the pseudo-feedback process (step 6). Since Q-Pilot spends a
lot of time (about four seconds) on query expansion, it uses a simple, ad hoc method for the clustering in
order to reduce the total computational time. The clustering algorithm in Q-Pilot generates at most only
three clusters that are mutually exclusive, such as one about the comedy group Monty Python, one about
the programming language Python, and one about the snake python. The algorithm is as follows:

1. Pick up the term wmax1 with the highest co-occurrence in the document set D0 obtained
in step 1 of the query expansion algorithm in Figure 4. Let D01 be a set of documents
containing wmax1.

2. Pick up the highest co-occurrence term wmax2 in a set of documents not containing
wmax1. Let D02 be a set of documents containing wmax2 and not containing wmax1.

3. Let D03 be a set of the other documents.

4. Terms that appear in D01, D02, and D03 would be the clusters of terms W1, W2, and W3
in step 6 of Figure 4, respectively.

For the user query “python”, for example, “Monty” and “programming” would typically be wmax1 and
wmax2, respectively, and “snake” would be contained in D03.

After the query expansion process, there are at most eight clusters of terms: WH0 (step 3), WTH1-
WTH4, and WH1-WH3 (step 9). Since, however, different clusters are often related to the same topic, Q-
Pilot merges them to eliminate the duplicates. Basically, it merges clusters that contain the same topic
term. It also merges clusters that have many common terms.   In future work, we plan to compare the
performance of this ad hoc method with that of standard, linear-time clustering algorithms such as
buckshot or fractionation.
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3.6 Ranking Topic-specific search engines
Q-Pilot calculates the goodness of each topic-specific search engine for the given query by comparing

the terms obtained through query expansion with the terms stored in the search engine selection index.
Using the calculated goodness, it generates a ranked list of the search engines and selects the top three as
query routing results. If there are multiple clusters of query expansion terms, the search engines are ranked
for each cluster. Therefore, 3*n search engines are selected for n clusters.

The goodness of a search engine e for a given set W={w1, w2, ... } of query expansion terms is
calculated as follows:

   
∈

=
Ww

ii
i

cfWegoodness *),(

where ci is the number of co-occurrences of wi counted in query expansion process and fi is the frequency
of term wi in the search engine selection index for e (fi=0 if there is no wi in the index). Note that not only
topic terms but also non-topic terms are used in the calculation of goodness.

3.7 Extracting Phrases to Explain Topics
As shown in Figure 2b, Q-Pilot gives a phrase to explain a topic representing the content of each

cluster. The phrase is extracted from the document sets D0-D3 and DT1-DT4 obtained in the query
expansion process. In extracting a phrase for a cluster of terms W={w1, w2, ... }, Q-Pilot first finds in
those document sets all phrases (sequence of terms), each of which contains only wiKW, prepositions, and
articles. Using some heuristics, it then selects the best one. Basically, a phrase that contains topic terms
and many high co-occurrence terms is selected.

For example, if W={‘python’, ‘object’, ‘programming’, ‘scripts’, ‘oriented’} is obtained by query
expansion, “object oriented programming with python” and “scripts of python” would be extracted and
the first phrase that has the topic term “programming” would be selected.

STC [12], a linear-time document clustering algorithm, which also extracts phrases that represent
document clusters from the classified documents. In STC, cluster choice is a function of phrase length and
the number of documents in a cluster. However, the phrase extraction process of Q-Pilot is more sensitive
to the relevance of the phrases, search keywords, and topic terms, and it would be expected that Q-Pilot
extract more appropriate phrases. A detailed comparison between STC and Q-Pilot’s clustering algorithm
is a direction for future work.

4 Experiments
To evaluate the proposed topic-centric query routing method, we conducted several experiments. The

questions here are:

� How do three methods for topic identification (the front-page, the back-link and database the
sampling methods) affect the routing accuracy?

� To what extent do query expansion and clustering improve accuracy?

� How does the number of routing-target topic-specific search engines impact accuracy?

� Is the topic-centric method practical for routing queries to topic-specific search engines on the
Web?

In the rest of this section, we will describe a data set used in the experiments, the accuracy measure,
an experimental setup and results.
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4.1 Experimental Data and Performance Measure
As the experimental data, we used a query log given by actual users to The Search Broker [7], which

is a query routing system using about 400 topic-specific search engines classified into 25 categories, such
as Computer, Travel, and Entertainment.

The Search Broker has a table, created manually, mapping a specific topic term ti to a specific search
engine ei and it can select the engine only when the user describes the topic term at the top of the
submitted list of search keywords. Therefore, every query in the Search Broker’s query log Q={q1, q2, ...,
qN} has the following format:

qi = “ti wi1 wi2  wim”

In the experiments, we fed to Q-Pilot the query qbi = “wi1 wi2  wim” (qi minus the topic term ti) and
examined whether Q-Pilot could select the search engine ei corresponding to ti. More precisely, since Q-
Pilot returns a ranked list of search engines, we examined whether ei was contained in the top d elements
in that ranking. Given a set of test queries Q, the accuracy of query routing is calculated as follows:

    
||/),),((),( QeqbdRFdQAccuracy

Qq
ii

i∈

=

where R(d, qbi) is a set of search engines that Q-Pilot ranks within the top d for qbi, and F returns 1 if eiKR
and otherwise returns 0.

Note that this measure of accuracy is conservative for two reasons.  First, human users of the Search
Broker can make inappropriate engine choices, but when Q-pilot fails to match these, its accuracy
measure is penalized.  Second, there may be more than one appropriate engine choice per query. Again,
when Q-pilot fails to match the choice made by the human --- its accuracy is penalized.

4.2 Experimental Setup
Before the measurement of accuracy, it is necessary to create the search engine selection indices for

each topic identification method. To create the indices, we used 50 back-link pages for the back-link
method and used 600 training queries for the database sampling method. This is because, as shown in
Figures 5a and 5b, the most important parts of two indices (the 20 terms with the highest frequencies) are
rarely changed after the learning by the 50 back-link pages and the learning of the 600 training queries.
The 600 training queries were randomly selected from the Search Broker’s query log and they were
distinct from the set of test queries used in the later experiments.

          
(a) Back-link method                                                 (b) Database sampling method

Figure 5: Changes of terms with the 20 highest frequencies when creating the search engine selection index.

4.3 Experimental Results
4.3.1  Comparison of three topic identification methods and evaluation of the effectiveness

of query expansion
We first measured, for each of the three topic identification methods, the Accuracy in routing 150 test
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queries to 27 topic-specific search engines in the Computer and Travel categories of the Search Broker.
There are originally 52 engines of those two categories in the Search Broker. However, only 27 of them
(15 in the Computer category and 12 in the Travel category) allow a Web page collection robot to access
their databases. So, we used the 27 engines to which the database sampling method is applicable.

Table 1 lists the results obtained when Accuracy was calculated with d=3 (the correct engine is within
the top three). The Simple_QR denotes the results obtained without query expansion and clustering. The
QR+QE denotes the results obtained with query expansion (but without clustering).

In the Simple_QR, the database sampling method performed best because of its ability to collect
terms relevant to search engines. As we mentioned, the neighborhood-based methods (the front-page and
the back-link methods) can collect only a small number of abstract terms. Therefore, in many cases, the
search keywords did not match any terms in the search engine selection index and could not be mapped to
any search engine.

Query expansion improved the performance of all three topic identification methods, especially, that
of the back-link method. Its accuracy was improved by about 40% to almost the same level as that of the
database sampling method. This result shows that the proposed query expansion technique can find topics
of given queries well enough to compensate for the lack of term collection capability of the back-link
method.

The poor performance of the front-page method is due to the difficulty of identifying topic terms by
using only the front page. That is, there can be no big difference in term frequencies when the terms are
collected from only that page. When multiple back-link pages are used, however, the back-link method
can identify the topic terms more precisely.

Table 1: Accuracy (%) by three topic identification methods
(d=3, 27 topic-specific search engines, 150 test queries).

Simple QR QR + QE

Front-page method 9.2 32.2

Back-link method 13.5 54.2

Database sampling method 43.2 55.4

Learning curves for the back-link method and the database sampling method are shown in Figure 6.
At 50 back-link pages and 600 training queries, the learning curves of both are saturated in terms of
QR+QE. These results show that 50 back-link pages and 600 training queries are reasonable sizes as the
learning data sets needed to create search engine selection indices.

         
(a) Back-link method                                                  (b) Database sampling method

Figure 6: Learning curves
(d=3, 27 topic-specific search engines, 150 test queries).

4.3.2  Effectiveness of Clustering
When performing both query expansion and clustering on the 150 test queries, an average of 1.6
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clusters of terms was generated. Since three engines are selected for each cluster, a total of 4.8 engines are
selected. To be fair, we compared the accuracy in selecting the top five engines without clustering (d=5)
with the accuracy in selecting the top three engines for each cluster with clustering (d=3). As shown in
Table 2, the performances were not improved by clustering in the back-link and the database sampling
methods.

Although the clustering did not greatly improve of the query routing performance, it is important from
a point of view of the user interface. Suppose, for example, that the system displays the search engines
about programming languages together with those about comedies without clustering when the user query
is “Python”. A user who is searching for the comedy group Monty Python and does not know about the
programming language Python would be likely to mistrust the performance of the system. Clustering and
giving phrases to explain the clusters would be expected to make the user more confident of the query
routing results.

Table 2: Accuracy (%) when using clustering.
(27 topic-specific search engines, 150 test queries)

QR + QE
(d=5)

QR + QE + Clustering
(d=3)

Front-page method 32.2 46.1

Back-link method 63.5 61.5

Database sampling method 66.9 63.8

4.3.3  Scalability against the number of topic-specific search engines
We measured the performance in routing 800 test queries to 144 topic-specific search engines

belonging to nine categories: Animal, Entertainment, Computer, Food, Music, Medical, US Government,
Travel and Sport. The database sampling method could not be applied to many of the 144 search engines
in our experimental set because these engines forbid robots.   In addition, we did not believe that the front-
page method would perform well.  As a result, our experiments below relied exclusively on the back-link
method.

The results are shown in Figure 7. Accuracy naturally decreased as the number of search engines
increased, but it was still high, about 40%, even on 144 engines. Also, It was almost constant from 90
engines. One of the reasons for this high accuracy is that the nine categories of the 144 engines are not
closely related to each other conceptually. In such a set of routing-target search engines, it would be
expected that the topic-centric query routing method could operate well even when routing to the larger
number of topic-specific search engines.

This experiment, using 144 topic-specific search engines in nine categories, also demonstrated that
the proposed query expansion technique that obtains from the Web terms relevant to queries could operate
well for a wide variety of queries.

Figure 7: Performance for 144 engines in back-link method
(d=3, 144 topic-specific search engines in 9 categories, 800 test queries)
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4.3.4  Possibility of Practical Use
The most important aspect with regard to practical use of the proposed topic-centric query routing

method is of course its accuracy. We consider that, as an automated query routing method, the
performance of Q-Pilot is good as demonstrated by the experiments conducted in the Section 4.3.1-4.3.3.
However, about 40% accuracy on the 144 search engines might not be high enough for practical Web
services. But, even when the wrong engines were selected, most of them were in the same category of the
correct engines and were somewhat relevant to the queries. This is supported by other experimental results
shown in Figure 8 and Table 3.

Figure 8 shows the category selection accuracy when routing the 800 queries to the 144 topic-specific
search engines. The category selection accuracy was calculated for the search engines ranked within the
top three by Q-Pilot and it denotes the percentage of engines that were in the correct engines’ category. As
shown in Figure 8, the category selection accuracy was very high: about 70% when using nine categories.

Table 3 shows the percentage of that topic-specific search engines ranked within the top three by Q-
Pilot actually possess the data records and/or documents relevant to the query. We submitted qbi
(excluded a topic term from the original query qi) to the selected search engines and examined whether
those search engines returned at least one reference. This experiment was conducted on the 27 routing-
target engines used in the experiments presented in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. As shown in Table 3, about
80% of the engines, selected when the back-link method was used, had information relevant to the queries.

It is important to note that “accuracy” in this paper is defined by the level to which variants of Q-pilot
match the judgements of human users as captured in the Search Broker logs.  However, in Table 3 we use
a different measure of accuracy (did the engine return results in response to the query?)  with higher
accuracy figures. Probably, the measurement in Table 3 is overly liberal -- just because an engine returned
some results doesn't mean that they are actually relevant to the query, so the 'true' accuracy is probably
somewhere in the middle between Table 3 and Table 1.

Although these results were encouraging, the query routing accuracy depends on the set of topic-
specific search engines. If the system would know higher-quality topic-specific search engines, the
percentages listed in Table 3 could be better. As for the scalability, if we carefully choose routing-target
topic-specific search engines that are independent of each other, both the engine selection accuracy and
the category selection accuracy could be still high even when the number of the topic-specific search
engines increases. So, in the practical use of the proposed method, how we choose a set of routing-target
topic-specific search engines is critical.

Another important aspect is the response time. Current response time of Q-Pilot is 6-7 seconds, not
short enough for practical use. The main reason of this long response time is its query expansion process
referring the general search engine that can be used only through the Web. If we use a crawler and
generate in local storage the index of the Web documents necessary for query expansion, the response
time could be shorter. Further reduction of the response time would be possible by performing query
expansion in advance for keywords frequently specified by users and making a cache of the query
expansion results.

Figure 8: Category selection accuracy
(d=3, 144 topic-specific search engines in 9 categories, 800 test queries).
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Table 3: Percentage of search engines actually having data records relevant to queries
(d=3, 27 topic-specific search engines, 150 test queries).

QR + QE

Front-page method 68.5

Back-link method 78.6

Database sampling method 83.54

5 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presented an automated query routing system Q-Pilot, which routes queries to topic-

specific search engines available only through the World Wide Web. Q-Pilot learns topics of the search
engines from the existing Web documents and identifies topics of given queries dynamically by query
expansion.

Our preliminary experimental results show that the combination of the back-link method and the
query expansion technique can yield performance that matches that of conventional query routing
techniques, which are based on analyzing the contents of internal databases.  We also found that Q-Pilot
performs well even when routing queries to the large number (144) of topic-specific search engines.
Finally, we showed that the proposed query expansion technique correctly identify the topics of a wide
variety of queries.   Our results offer a baseline for future research on query routing on the Web.

One direction for future research is the further improvement of the accuracy of query routing. One
way to do this is to use user feedback given through the operations of the users who select their intended
search engines on the query routing results like those in Figure 2b. It is expected that the search engine
selection index can be optimized by adjusting the weights of the terms contained in the search keywords
according to the engines that the user selected.

Another way to improve the accuracy is to rank topic-specific search engines by using collocations. In
the case of a query “white paper of ...”, for example, the current Q-Pilot might give a top rank to the
White House search engine, although it should be ranked at the top only when both “white” and “house”
are adjacent in a query. Such cases could be avoided by using collocation information when ranking
search engines.

Several more experiments should be carried out. The most important one is to examine the
performance of Q-Pilot on a substantially larger number of topic-specific search engines.  Although the
current version of Q-Pilot handles only 144 engines in 9 categories, far more engines are needed to cover
all categories and topics. We need to verify that our query routing architecture scales to several thousands
of engines, and identify methods of enhancing its accuracy. Also, as mentioned, we should compare the
performance of our clustering and phrase extraction methods with that of the standard clustering
algorithms and STC algorithm.
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